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In the study of Banach algebra bundles [2], there arises quite

naturally the question of integration of bundle sections if the fibre is

a vector space and the base space supports a measure. The possibility

of such integration follows from the theorem below. It is published

separately because of its independent interest and because of its rele-

vance to the following results in topology.

1. (Doyle-Hocking). Every topological closed «-manifold M" is

the union of an open «-cell and a closed (n — l)-dimensional subset

disjoint from the cell [l].

2. (Brown-Cassler). Every closed topological «-manifold Mn

is the continuous image by a map <p of the closed «-cell 7"

= [0, 1]X[0, 1]X • • • X[0, 1] (» factors) so that (i) <f>\dl* is a
homeomorphism (dln = InC\(Rn\In)~, (ii) <p-1<p(dln)=dl" and (iii)

dim<p(dln)^n-l [l].

3. Any (coordinate) bundle (B over the «-sphere Sn is strictly

equivalent to a (coordinate) bundle (B; in normal form. In (B' the open

covering of Sn consists of two sets Fi and V2 each of which is a zone

of Sn and such that Vif~\ F2 is a narrow equatorial band. The width

of the band can be made arbitrarily small [4].

Result 2 is regarded as complementary to 1. Results 1 and 3 show

that fibre bundles over many manifolds are really fibre bundles over

contractible sets united with sets of small dimension or small measure.

Such bundles are trivial over the contractible parts of their base

spaces. Consequently, each may be exemplified by a coordinate

bundle for which the transition functions (coordinate transformations)

are constant and equal to the group identity over "most" of the base

space.

The theorem of this paper extends the results above. Broadly para-

phrased, the theorem says that a fibre bundle over any topological

space X endowed with a reasonable topological measure may be ex-

emplified by a coordinate bundle whose transition functions are, on

most of X, constant and equal to the identity of the group of the

bundle. More precisely we have the

Theorem. Let S be a fibre bundle with base space X, fibre F, group G,

bundle space E and projection p: E—>X. Assume that on the a-ring S
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generated by the compact sets of X there is defined a regular measure p.

and that X has a neighborhood basis 91 = {N} satisfying u(dN) =0 for

all NE31, where dN = NC\(X\N)- = boundary of N. Let K be a com-

pact set in X and let e>0. Then there is a coordinate bundle 03° in the

equivalence class defining S and a compact set KEK such that

1. p(K\K)<e.
2. If U', U" are open sets used in the definition of (B° and if xEU'

C\U"r\K, then gvw(x)=e = identity of G. Here gu>u'>: U'C\U"-^G is

the transition function or coordinate transformation corresponding to U'

and U" [4].

Remarks, (i) If X is a locally compact group and if p. is Haar mea-

sure, then the conditions given above for X and u are fulfilled [3].

(ii) If a second coordinate bundle (B1 in the equivalence class of S

consists, in particular, of an open covering that is a refinement of the

open covering used for <B° and of maps <p\¡ that are restrictions of the

corresponding maps $p (see below), then (B1 also enjoys properties 1

and 2 above.

Narrow band defined by

dashed line is

U M,
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Proof. In what follows, if U is an open set used in the definition

of a coordinate bundle then by definition,

<fo: p~\ü)-4ÜXF

is the homeomorphism corresponding to local triviality. If 11 is an

open covering used in the definition of a coordinate bundle ffi°, and if

V is a refinement of 11 let V3 F—>£(F)G'U be a map such that

VEU(V). Then we define <pyl as the restriction to p~l(V) of tpülv)-

In this way *U and the maps (by1 become ingredients of a coordinate

bundle (B1 equivalent to (B° [4]. The idea of the proof can be followed

most readily by use of the diagram provided.

Owing to our hypotheses, we may assume we have a coordinate

bundle whose covering V? consists of open sets IF such that ju(d!F) =0.

We cover K with finitely many sets IFi, IF2, • • • , IF„ of "W. We then

choose a refinement 311 = {M} of W so that we may cover U"=1 (dWi)

by a family {Mj} of sets of 311 and so that

M (u m)j < e.

(The regularity of u makes this possible.) The set £\(Uy M,) = K

is compact and p(K\K) <e.

For each xEK\DtxdWi, let S(x) ={i:xEWi}. Then let

v(x) = (  n   w)r\(  n   (*W/)Y
\ >eS(z)        /       \ j€S(z) /

The set F(x) is open. Furthermore, xEV(x). Otherwise, xEWj for

some j(£;S(x). Since x(£Wj, we see xEdWj, a contradiction. Thus

V*V(x)DK\[)?midWi.
There are only finitely many distinct V(x); let them be Vi,  V2,

• • ■ , Vm. They are pairwise disjoint. Indeed let

v, = ( n w)n( n (a\if;)Y

f5 = ( n wl)n( n (aWÀ
\i£Sq / \jiSg /

If Sp = S, then Vv = Vq. If Vpj£ Vq then SP¿¿Sq, and so there is a j say

in Sp and not in St. Whence if xGFs, then xEX\W¡ and so x^IFy,

x£jj Vp. Hence if Vpt^ Vq then VpC\Vq=0. If a Vk meets a PF<0, then
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VkQWir Indeed, if Vk = (iïiesh Wi)f\((\i€Bt (X\Wj)) and if Vk meets

Wi„, then ioQSk and thus VkQWi0.

In summary:

(i) \J7.i VkDKX^^dWi.
(ii)   Vpr\Vq = 0 if p^q.
(iii) Each VVQ some W{ and if VpC\Wi^0, then FPCPF,-.
Let 11 be the family { If} consisting of (a) the open sets {M¡] ;

(b) for any M meeting 7?, all nonempty sets M(~\ Vk\ (c) all nonempty

sets M\K. Then 11 is an open covering. For if xQX, either xGU,- M¡

or xQK, whence xGsome M and xGsome Vk whence xGsome

Mf~\Vk, or xQK and then xQ some if whence xQ some M\K. Since

each Z7C some M, we see It is a refinement of M, hence a refinement

of V?.

We well-order "W: { W\: 1 ̂ X<£}, where £ is some initial ordinal.

Note that the first « elements of *W are the Wi, Wi, • • • , W„ above.

Then for each UQ'Ü. let X(i7)=min{X: UQWy,]. This provides a

map 1l3 f7—>PFx(t/)GW and thus permits the definition of a coordi-

nate bundle (a) based on 11, (b) defined via restrictions of the coordi-

nate maps <pw given for W and (c) equivalent to the coordinate

bundle based on *W.

Consider an xQUT\U"r\K where U', U"E%. Since xQK we

see xQUj M,. Thus neither V nor [/" is a set M¡ nor a set MjCWk

nor a set M\K. Thus we see that, for some p and g, £7' = MT\ Vp, U"

= M'T\Vq. Since xQUT\U"^0, we see FfnFa^0, whence
Vp=Vq=Vk. We assert that \(U')=\(U"). Indeed, clearly X(c7'),

X(c7")â». Furthermore, if £/'CJFf, then F* meets Wi, VkQW{ (by

(iii)) and thus U"QWi. Thus

{X: \^n,U'Q Wy] = {X: X g », tf" C JFX},

whence X(t/') = X(L7")- Call their common value r.

It is now clear that

<hkp'\u')) = ̂ VV))    and    <h..(p-\u")) = <hr\(p~\u"))

whence gc/'r/"(x) =e.

Corollary. If XQB and if u(X) < a> then for e>0 there is an open

set WQ§>, u(W)<e and, for any refinement of the coordinate bundle

indicated in the theorem, gu'U"(x)— identity if xQU'i\U"r\(X\W).

The above theorem permits the development of an integration

theory in appropriate contexts. We propose to discuss this theory

and its application to "group algebra bundles" in a separate paper.
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